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ADAS! 
PALI LAKATOS and his GYPSY ORCHESTRA 

Side 1 

SZEP A ROSZAM e PIROS PUNKOSD NAPJAN e CSIT. 

CSIT BABUSKAM e AZ A SZEP, AZ A SZEP e FRISS 

CZARDAS e NI SARDIES e BESSARABYANKA e SANIE 

CU ZURGALAI e NEM KSZON MAR SENKI e EDES ANYAM e 

JO ESTET KIVANOK e FRISS CZARDAS 

Eminently inspired, Gipsy music submits to no laws of re- 

flection or restraint — proceeding spontaneously — allowing the 

image to suggest its own embellishments to the music; the musical 

intervals employed lend much richness of colouring and all variety 

of expression to the music. Despite the occidentalized nature of 

most Gipsy music today, sufficient character of its origin places 

the Oriental label upon the entire art. Gipsies do not recognize 

. in music, any more than in ordinary life, the force of any rule, 

discipline, or guiding principal. All is good, and all is permitted, 

provided it pleases. 

The original home of the Gipsies is Western Hindustan. They 

migrated to Europe between the 12th and 14th centuries. Having 

been for some centuries in Turkey, they came to Hungary about 

the year 1400, and appeared in England, it is supposed, in 1480. 

They are now spread in small hourdes not only through most 

European countries, but they have also crossed the Atlantic, and 

are found from time to time in Brazil and other countries of America. 

Their talent for music is renouned. Especially in Hungary and 

Roumania they are often professional musicians, and the instru- 

Side 2 

DOBRA DOBRA e RUMANIAN FOLKTUNE e HIJABA 

IRS MAR LEVELEI e NAGY A FEJE e VOROS BORT 

ITTAM AZ ESTE e BABAM A GYERHJAI e DEUX. 

GUITARES e HORA MUNIILOR e CLARINET CZARDAS — 

mental bands perambulating these countries are freguently made 

up entirely of Gipsies, who play wild and characteristic national 

tunes of the Magyars and the Wallachians. In Russia, they excel 

as vocal performers, and in Spain the Gipsy singers and instru- 

mentalists of Andalusia entertain the people with the bolero, 

fandango, and other Spanish national tunes. 

In the Gipsy Orchestra the violin is supreme. Other instru- 

ments serve only to lighten his flight of gaiety or darken his 

shadows. As you will note in this recording, other musicians serve 

to enhance and support the motive, accentuate the rhythm, and 

increase the sonority of the music. The flexibility of the rhythm 

is distinguished by the fact that it is found to no such degree in 

any other music. Variety is infinite—producing images in the 

mind of the listener characteristic of fine flexibility and fantastic 

dash. The rule is to have no rule. Rare beauties result from this 

rhythm. This is all the more remarkable when we consider the 

fact that in the folk music of other nationalities, it is the uni- 

formity of rhythm which constitutes the originality and defies the 

sentiment to be expressed. 
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